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theoretical model is
is presented
presented that allows calculation
calculation
Abstract. A simple theoretical
image produced
produced by
by aa spherical
spherical absorbing
absorbing particle
particle illuminated
illuminated by
by
of the image
monochromatic,
laser light. Results
Results presented
presented in this paper
paper are
monochromatic, coherent
coherent laser
restricted to aa single-lens
single -lensimaging
imaging system,
system, although
although generalization to more
complex imaging
imaging system
system configurations would be
be straightforward.
straightforward. The
The
complex
method
uses classic
electromethod uses
classic Lorenz-Mie
Lorenz -Miescattering
scatteringtheory
theory to
to obtain
obtain the electromagnetic
external to an
an absorbing
absorbing spherical
spherical particle
particle and
and aa Fourier
Fourier
magnetic field
field external
optics approach
approach to
calculate the
intensities in
in the
the image
image plane.
plane. ExperiExperioptics
to calculate
the intensities
mental
results evaluating focus
focus characteristics
characteristics are
are examined
examined for
for50
50p.m
jxm
mental results
using an
an N2
N 2 laser imaging system
system in
in conjunction
conjunction
diameter water droplets using
image processor,
processor, and the experimental
images are
are compared
with aa digital image
experimental images
to the results
results of
of the
the theoretical
theoretical model.
model. Comparative
Comparative focus
focus criteria
criteria results
results
are particularly useful
useful in
in aerosol
aerosol science
science research
research involving dynamic
dynamic parparare
ticle size
size measurements
measurements inin which
which criteria
criteria for
for focus
focus and
and depth
depth of
of field
field must
must
be
be established.
Subject
focus effects.
effects.
Subject terms:
terms: spray
spray analysis;
analysis; image
image formation; focus
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565-571
1989).
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1. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
1.
During
During recent years
years there
there has been a growing interest in the field
of dynamic
dynamic particle
particle size measurements.
measurements. Applications
Applications such as
as
combustion
agricultural spray
spray apapcombustion optimization,
optimization, industrial
industrial and agricultural
plication,
icing studies
studies all replication, and
and cloud
cloud simulation
simulation for
for aircraft icing
quire
and particle
particle size
size
quire detailed
detailed knowledge
knowledge of both particle size and
distribution.
measure particle
particle
distribution. One
One method
method commonly
commonly used
used to measure
and
spray characteristics
interferometry and
and light
and spray
characteristics utilizes
utilizes laser interferometry
scattering.
1 '2 Although
scattering.1'2
Although restricted
restricted to
to spherical
spherical droplets,3
droplets,3 this
this method
method
provides
provides valuable
valuable size
size and
and velocity
velocity information
information for
for aa variety
variety of
applications. Another method of
of obtaining
obtaining data
data on
on particle
particle charcharapplications.
acteristics, which
paper, uses
uses aalaser
laser-based
acteristics,
which is
is addressed in this paper,
-based
imaging system
digital image
image processor.4'5
processor. 4'5
imaging
system coupled
coupled to a digital
Paper
1988; revised manuscript received Jan. 13,
13, 1989;
1989;
Paper 2603
2603 received
received July
July 15,
15, 1988;
accepted
1989.
accepted for
for publication
publicationJan.
Jan. 13,
13, 1989.
1989 Society
Society of
of Photo
Photo-Optical
Engineers.
© 1989
-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.

The specific
specific imaging
imaging system
system under consideration
consideration has
been
The
has been
described in detail in previous
previous work5'6
work5 '6 and can be summarized
summarized
described
shown in Fig. 1.
1. In
In this
thissystem,
system, an
anobject
objectlocated
located atatplane
plane
as shown
ZG is
an N2 laser (Molectron model
model UV-12,
zo
is illuminated by an
UV -12, Xk =
2.5 mJ
mJ/pulse,
10 ns
ns FWHM).
FWHM). The
The image
image isis formed
formed by
by
337 nm, 2.5
/pulse, 10
passing the
scattered light through
through a planoplano-convex
passing
the scattered
convexlens
lens (f(f =
25mm)
mm)onto
onto aa vidicon
vidicon tube (plane zs).
50 mm, D == 25
z3). The video
Inc.,, Trapix 5532
signal is then sent to a Recognition Concepts, Inc.
digital image processor for analysis. To obtain accurate particle
size
particles
size data,
data, the imaging system must be calibrated using particles
sizes, and
and the
the calibration
calibration data
data must
must be
beincorporated
incorporated
of known sizes,
automated algorithm,
algorithm, allowing
allowing for
for rapid
rapid processing
processing of
of
into an automated
For particles
particles in
in focus,
focus,
video frames containing particle images. For
and algorithm implementation is straightforward.
the calibration and
sizing dynamic
dynamic sprays,
sprays, special
special algorithms
algorithms are
are rereHowever, for sizing
in aa spray
spray are
are slightly
slightly defocused
defocused due
due
quired since most particles in
spatial distribution of
of particles
particles throughout
throughout the
the spray.
spray. The
The
to the spatial
computer-based
capability of
computer
-basedsizing
sizing algorithms
algorithms must
must have
have the capability
is in
in focus
focus and
and its
its correct
correct size.
size. Such
Such
determining when a particle is
computer algorithm has been
been developed,6'7
developed, '7 to count
count and
and size
size
a computer
particles in dynamic sprays
sprays based
based on
on criteria
criteria derived
derived from
from exexparticles
perimental calibrations
calibrations using a monodisperse
monodisperse droplet
droplet generator
generator
perimental
and a chrome
chrome-on-glass
-on -glassstatic
staticcalibration
calibration reticle.
reticle.88 The
The technique
makes
intensity gradient
edge and
and the
makes use
use of the intensity
gradient at the particle edge
the
measured average
measured
average intensity
intensity (gray
(gray level)
level) of the particle, both of
which
focus. By
which change
change as
as the
the particle
particle isis moved
moved in
in and out of focus.
carefully positioning particles of
of known
known size
size atat various
various locations
locations
with
ZQ), we obtained an emwith respect
respect to
to the object plane (plane zo),
pirical criteria
criteria to
determine particle
function of
of the
the
pirical
to determine
particle size
size as aa function
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Fig. 1.
Fig.
1. Imaging system geometry.

measured
the particle.
particle. The
The_particle
particle edge
measured average
average gray
gray level of the
gradient
'7 to provide
gradient and
and average
average gray
gray level
level have
have been
been shown
shown 'a
excellent
which totobase
baseinin-focus
andout
out-of-focus
excellent criteria
criteria on which
-focus and
-of -focus
determination.
provide accurate
accurate
determination. Although
Although empirical results can provide
algorithms
algorithmsfor
for particle
particle sizing
sizing for
for aa particular
particular optical
optical system,
system, aa
theoretical
theoretical model
model would
would be
be useful
useful in
in examining
examining such
such things
things as
as
the
the effect of changing
changing aperture
aperture size
size on
on the
the observed
observed particle
particle
images,
images, the
the variation
variation in
in average
average gray
gray level
level with
with the
the degree
degree of
particle defocus, and the relationship between the actual particle
edge and
and the observed
observed edge intensity
intensity gradient
gradient of
of aa defocused
defocused
edge
particle.
In
recent paper by
by Thompson
Thompson and
and Malyak,9
Malyak,9 an
an approach
approach
In a recent
using the Huygens
Huygens-Fresnel
using
-Fresnelprinciple
principlewas
was used
used to
to calculate
calculate the
intensity distribution
intensity
distribution for opaque disks illuminated by a coherent
of field for a coherent
laser source. Results showed that the depth of
imaging system
similar incoherent
incoherent
imaging
system isis much
much larger
larger than
than for aa similar
system. In
this paper,
paper, we consider
consider the more
more general
general case
case of
of aa
system.
In this
spherical absorbing particle undergoing monochromatic coherent
illumination and
simple method
method for calculating
calculating the
illumination
and outline
outline aa simple
image produced
on the
the
image
produced by
by the particle. Calculated results based on
theoretical
theoretical model
model are
are compared
compared to experimentally observed images for both in
in-focus
out-of-focus
ages
-focus and out
-of -focus50
50 |xm
µm diameter water
droplets,
implications to particle sizing are
are discussed.
discussed.
droplets, and
and implications
2.
2. PROBLEM
PROBLEM FORMULATION
FORMULATION
In formulating
formulating the
the physical
physical problem
problem to
to be
be solved,
solved, we begin with
the
actual experimental
1. The
The N2
N2
the actual
experimental arrangement
arrangement shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 1.
laser
direction and
assumed, for
for
laser isis propagating
propagatinginin the
the + zz direction
and is
is assumed,
calculation
direction.
calculation purposes,
purposes, to
to be linearly polarized in the x direction.
Although the
the output
output beam
beam of the N2
N2 laser
laser isis inherently
inherently randomly
randomly
Although
polarized,
polarized, we assume as a first approximation that the coherence
length
any instant
instant of time
time the
the
length of
of the
the N2
N2 laser
laser isis such
such that
that at
at any
particle
linearly polarized
polarized plane
plane
particle isis essentially
essentially illuminated
illuminated by
by a linearly
wave.
located at
wave. The
The spherical
spherical particle,
particle, of
of arbitrary
arbitrary radius
radius a,a, located
at
plane
isotropic, homogeneous,
homogeneous, and
nonplane ZQ
zo isis assumed
assumed to
to be isotropic,
and nonmagnetic
possess a finite
finite electrical
electrical conductivity.
conductivity. AcAcmagnetic and
and to
to possess
cepting
laser/aerosol
cepting that
that the
the laser
/aerosol interaction
interactioncan
can be
be modeled
modeled as
as aa
linearly
spherical absorbing
absorbing
linearly polarized
polarized plane
plane wave
wave incident on a spherical
particle,
electromagnetic field
obtained
particle, the
the electromagnetic
field distribution
distribution can be obtained
everywhere
spherical pareverywhere internal
internal and
and external
external to an absorbing spherical
ticle
using the classic
classic Lorenz
Lorenz-Mie
theory. 10' 11 AA more
ticle using
-Mie theory.10,11
more recent
outline
outline of
of the
the theoretical
theoretical details
details of
of the
the derivation
derivation can
can be
be found
found
in
12 The
in Born
Born and
and Wolf.
Wolf.12
The equations
equations used
used for the external electric
/ OPTICALENGINEERING
ENGINEERING // May 1989
1989 //Vol.
Vol. 28
28No.
No. 55
566 / OPTICAL

field
appendix. These
These equations
equations
field calculations
calculations are
are shown
shown in
in the appendix.
accuracy) of
of the
the elecelecyield exact knowledge (within numerical accuracy)
tromagnetic field
every point within
within the
the aperture
aperture located
located at
at
tromagnetic
field at
at every
z\. Although
Althoughwe
weuse
usethe
themost
mostgeneral
generalform
formofofthe
theLorenz
Lorenz-plane zl.
equations for calculations presented in this paper, it is posMie equations
sible
simplifications, 12 for
droplet size,
size,
sible that simplifications,12
for specific
specific cases
cases of droplet
optical properties,
imaging system
system geometry,
geometry, can
can be
be incorincoroptical
properties, or imaging
porated into the analysis.
porated
To remain consistent with the
the scalar
scalar diffraction
diffraction theory
theory outoutGoodman, 13 we assume that
that the
the xx-component
lined by Goodman,13
component (direction
polarization) of the electric field will be the
the only
only significant
significant
of polarization)
electric field
field component
component throughout
imaging system.
system. The
The
electric
throughout the
the imaging
validity of this assumption
assumption can be
be readily
readily verified
verified by
by examinexaminvalidity
three field
field components
components at the
the aperture
aperture
ing the magnitude of the three
(plane zi).
(plane
In addition,
addition, the actual
actual physical
physical problem
problem depicted
depicted in
in Fig.
Fig. 11
simplified based
based on
on several
several experimental
experimental observations.
observations.
can be simplified
For the
the imaging
imaging system,
system, it
the aperture
aperture size
size of 5.5
5 5 mm used in the
was
observed that
particle image
image at plane z3
za was not sigsigwas observed
that the
the particle
nificantly
moved toward
toward the
the lens.
lens.
nificantly affected
affected as
as the aperture was moved
This
observation is not entirely unexpected since, with
with X
X being
This observation
being
not being excessively
much less
less than ra
ra and
and the
the distance
distance Z2
z2totoz\z not
large, we would
would expect
expect that
that diffraction
diffraction effects
effects would
would be
be small
small
large,
in proceeding
proceeding from
to z2.
Z2- IfIfwe
weneglect
neglectdiffraction
diffraction
in
from plane
plane zi
zl to
effects
the aperture,
aperture, then
then the
the aperture
aperture serves
serves only
only to
to
effects due
due to the
decrease
aperture size bedecrease the
the effective
effective lens
lens diameter.
diameter. As
As the aperture
comes
assumption is no
no longer
longer valid.
valid. For
For
comes small,
small, however, this assumption
calculations
assumed to
calculations presented
presented in
in this
this paper,
paper, the aperture is assumed
be
positioned directly
of the
the lens.
lens. This
Thissimplification
simplification
be positioned
directly in
in front of
results
elimination of
of aavery
verytime
time-consuming
numerical ininresults in elimination
-consuming numerical
tegration
zi to
to z2.
Z2.
tegration that would be required to proceed from plane zl
One
observes that the particle
particle image
image formed
formed on
on the
the viviOne also observes
dicon
(plane z3)
za) appears
appears essentially symmetric
symmetric with respect to
dicon (plane
the
axis. Although
Although it is
is apparent
apparent that
that the
the electric
electric field
field comcomthe z axis.
ponents
as well
well as
as radial
radial location
location (see
(see
ponents will be functions of angle as
the
appendix), the angular
angular dependence
dependence of
of the
the xx-component
the appendix),
component of
of
the
electric field
found to be
be very
very weak
weak based
based upon
upon
the electric
field has
has been
been found
direct computation^Therefore,
we assume
assume that
that the
the xx-component
computation herefore, we
component
of the electric
electric field
field can be treated
treated as
as axisymmetric.
axisymmetric. This simsimplification
plification allows
allows field
field calculations
calculations to be performed
performed in
in the
the radial
radial
direction
direction only.
only. It is also
also apparent
apparent that
that since
since the
the xx-component
component of
of
the
electric field
field is axisymmetric
axisymmetric for aa specific
specific incident
incident polarthe electric
ization direction, the calculations will
will also
also be
be valid for randomly
polarized light in which the direction of polarization is changing
changing
in
The mathematical
mathematical details
details incorporating
incorporating
in an arbitrary manner. The
the
the above
above discussion are presented in
in the
the following
following section.
section.
3.
THEORETICAL MODEL
MODEL
3. THEORETICAL
The
geometry for
simplified model
The geometry
for the
the simplified
model isis shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2.
2. In
the following discussion the
the xx-component
component of the external electric
field is
denoted by Em,
Em , where the subscript
subscript refers to the
the field
field
field
is denoted
evaluated at plane zm.
zm. As discussed previously, the
the electric
electric field
field
z\ isis known
knownexactly
exactlyfrom
fromLorenz
Lorenz-Mie
theory (see
(see the
the
at plane zi
-Mie theory
appendix).
appendix). £2
E2 can
can be
be related
related to
to the
the Ei
EI by
by assuming
assuming that the
paraxial
expression is
paraxial thin lens expression13
is valid,
ik

E2(x2
,y2) ==exp(iknAo)
- (xi+Yi)J
(xi + y?) El(x1,Y1)
Ei(xi,yi)
E2(x2,Y2)
exp(ikn0o)exp
eXPL-2
ik
eXpl-;|(xi
_2(xz+Yz)J
exp(iknAo) exp
= exp(ikn0o)
+ yi) Ei(x2,y2)
E l (x2 ,y2) ,,

(1)
W

THEORETICAL MODEL
FOR THE
FORMED BY
BY A
A SPHERICAL
SPHERICAL PARTICLE
PARTICLE IN
IN A
A COHERENT
COHERENT IMAGING
IMAGING SYSTEM:
SYSTEM:COMPARISON
COMPARISONTO
TOEXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT
THEORETICAL
MODEL FOR
THE IMAGE FORMED

- Z2)

lÁ(Z3

(

`a

1

J

(

2f

r2)

exp

[ri ++riri- 2r2r3cos(4)2
x [r3
02dr2
- 2r2r3cos(<|)2 --4,3)]
<))3)] [j d<|>2dr2

i

ra

Z

ik
2(23 -z2)
- 22)

(5)

In addition to simplifying
simplifying the electric
electric field
field description,
description, the
the axaxisymmetric
isymmetric assumption
assumption also
also allows
allows exact
exact evaluation
evaluation of the
the anangular
integral in Eq.
gular integral
Eq. (5).
(5). Utilizing
Utilizing orthogonality
orthogonality along
along with
with
the identity13
identity 13
CO

exp(iasinx)
^ Jk(a)exp(ikx)
exp(ia sinx)= = E
Jk(a)exp(ikx) ,,

(6)

k= -

z2

Equation
Equation (5)
(5) can be simplified, giving

z3

j

Fig. 2.
Fig.
2. Simplified geometry used
used for calculations.
calculations.

E3(r3)
:
E3(r3)=- iX(z
iX(z3 - z2)
z2)

where
where f is
is the
the focal
focal length of the lens, Do
AO is the thickness of
of the
the
lens,
2ir/\. By
lens, and
and kk == 27r/X.
By thin
thin lens,
lens, we
we mean
mean that
that the
the thickness
thickness
of the
leaves the lens
the lens
lens is
is such
such that
that a light ray enters and leaves
lens at
essentially the
essentially
the same xx-y
-y coordinates,
coordinates, thus making
,yi) and
making (xi
(xi,yi)
and
(X2,y2)
(x2,y2)interchangeable.
interchangeable. Note
Note that
that the lens in the imaging system
isis assumed
assumed to
to be
be ideal
ideal and
and free from any aberrations. Using
Using the
the
approximation 13 in
Z2 to z3,
73,
Fresnel approximation13
in proceeding
proceeding from plane z2
E3(x3 ,y3)
E3(x3,Y3)

= exp[ik(z3 - z2)1 f fAE2(x2,y2)
JJ
J JA
lÁ(23
- z2)
i\(z3 -z2)
X exp

l

2

Pß =
=

kr2r3

(8)
(8)

(23z2
(Z3 - Z2)

I3(r3) == E3(r3)E3
E3(r3)E*(r3)
13(r3)
(r3)

r
r

~i 22

fre

= L, ^ J
[X(z3
Á(23-z2)J
- 2)J

x exp

[
ik
Xx Er(x2,Y2)
Ei(x2 ,y2) eXp
I(x3 -x2)2
exp j
z2)[(x3
- x2)2
[2(z3 - z2)
+ (Y3 -312)1} dx2dy2 ..

(7)
(7)

r2dr2

(z3 - z2) J

where
Bessel function
function of the first
first kind of order zero
where Jo
Jo isis the
the Bessel
zero
and

exp(iknAo)
1, exp(ikn0o) exp[ - f(xz + Yi)J

lÁ(23 - z2)

[ 1f

Ei(r2)J0(p)
Ei(r2)Jo(13)

In
In terms
terms of intensity
intensity at
at the
the image
image plane,
plane, Eq.
Eq. (7) can be written
written

ik
[(x3 -x2)2
(y3- -Y2)
y2)2]
(2)
dx2dY2 . (2)
[(x3
- x2)2 ++(Y3
2l Ux2dy2
2(z 3 - z2)
2(z3

exp[(z3 - z2)]

exp 2(zz2)]

xexpj-f^-^
1
x expS

Substituting
SubstitutingEq.
Eq. (1)
(1) into
into Eq.
Eq. (2),
E3(x3,Y3) =

ra

(3)
(3)

f'E,(r2)Jo(P)
J00 Ei(r2)Jo(ß)
2

ikri

{

'2f

(z31 z2)J

(9)

r2dr2

where the asterisk denotes the
the complex
complex conjugate.
conjugate. To
where
To remain
remain
consistent
the Lorenz
Lorenz-Mie
theory development
development (see
consistent with
with the
-Mie theory
(see the
the
appendix), Eq. (9)
(9) isis written
written in
in terms
terms of
of dimensionless
dimensionless variables,
variables,
2

convenience, Eq. (3)
(3) can
canbe
bewritten
writtenininterms
termsofofr -(I)
r-<|> coorFor convenience,
coor(i.e., xn,
xm ==rmcos4
rmcosc|>m
and ym
ym ==rmsincl)m
rmsin(|>m for plane zm),
dinates (i.e.,
)m and
zm),
E3(r3 ,<|>3) =E3(r3,3)

exp[ik(z3 -z2)]
exp[lk(Z3
- z2)]
iX(z3 --z2)
1(z3
z2)

TO.

1303) - [

(Z3-aZ2)

r2" rra
2ar

>o

JO

ra

ik

l2(Z3 - z2)

1

1

l
} -r2di2

2

(10)

where

R-

[(r3cos3
- r2cos2)2
[(r3cos(|)3 -r2cos<|)2
)2

-r2-r3a
r2r3a
(z3
(Z3-22)
- z2) '

ir- == -a-r ,
r

(r3sin<|)3 --r2sin(|)2)2]
r2dr2d<})2 .
+ (r3sin3
r2sin2)2] }[ r2dr2d2

0

X exp j

Jo
JO

ik

I

(

f exp(ikn0o)
exp(i
p(iknAo)

x exp
exo^
?{-|[(r
- r(r2cos<|>2)2 ++ (r2sink)2l
expj
(r2sinc()2)2]
-f[(r2cos4)2)2
x El(r2,4)2)
Ei(r2 ,<|)2).exp j

f Ei(r2)Jo(ß)
*

(4)

Based on
experimental observations
observations discussed
discussed earlier, we
Based
on the experimental
we
utilize
utilize the
the axisymmetric
axisymmetric field
fieldassumption
assumptionand
andlet
letEi(r2,(|>2)
Ei(r2,42) =
Eite)
Ei(r2) only.
only. Also,
Also, since we
we will
will ultimately
ultimately be
be concerned
concerned only
only
with intensity
intensity at
at plane
plane 73,
z3, constant
constant phase
phase factors can be omitted,
giving

a

a=

z == -a-z ,
z

a

2aa
2ira
,

f
ff
ff =
= -- ..
a

(11)

RESULTS AND
AND DISCUSSION
4. RESULTS
determine whether
whether the
the theoretical
theoretical model
model provided
To determine
provided results
results
the N2
N2 laser imaging
consistent with experimental observations, the
system
The
system was
was configured
configuredinin aa manner
manner identical
identical toto Fig.
Fig. 2.
2. The
50
fjtm diameter
generated using
50 p.m
diameter spherical
spherical water droplets were generated
using
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211

211

211

focal point
Fig.
Fig. 3.3. 50
50 JJLITI
µm diameter
diameter water
water droplet
droplet located
located at
at the
the focal
observed
Theoretical calculations (top); observed
110). Theoretical
fa == 110).
2100, ra
z0 ==2100,
(zi
(z1 -- to
image
image (bottom).

radii
Fig.
4. 50
diameter water droplet
10 radii
focus 10
offocus
out of
moved out
droplet moved
fxm diameter
50 p,m
Fig. 4.
calculations
Theoretical calculations
110).Theoretical
2090,fara==110).
toward the
- toz0==2090,
(zi lens (z1
the lens
(top); observed
observed image (bottom).

allowed to
3450) and allowed
vibrating orifice
orifice generator
generator (TSI
(TSI model
model 3450)
a vibrating
system at
imaging system
laser imaging
N2 laser
the N2
throughthe
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